
Resident at the London Design Festival 2023 
 
Resident, the first globally focussed design house from New Zealand, returns to the London 
Design Festival for the first time since 2018. 
 
Residents exhibition entitled “Runway” will take place in Arch 10 of the Tom Dixon
showroom at Coal Drops Yard, Kings Cross. Within the historic brick building Resident will 
present a bold and immersive revolving presentation of our most essential furniture and  
lighting products. Runway will begin at LDF and evolve over several weeks during which  
Resident will present new products, host designer talks and tell stories from the brand. 
 
Quote from Co Founder, Scott Bridgens
“Resident is the home of enduring design pieces, created for the next generation of conscious 
contemporary living. We are thrilled to be back in London with familiar friends, as we continue 
our drive to make our inspirational designs widely accessible” 

Other highlights at Coal Drops this year include Tom Dixons presentation “Hypermobile” a 
home cinema room powered by Sony, a residency from Cosmo, surprise giveaways and a party 
on Wednesday 20th September with Teenage Engineering. 

For more information visit www.resident.co.nz and follow the brand on Instagram @residentnz    
 
Address:
Tom Dixon Showroom 
Arch 10
4-10 Bailey Walk
London N1C 4DH
Contact: info@resident.co.nz
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About Resident 

Resident was founded Simon James & Scott Bridgens in 2011, with the purpose of making  
contemporary New Zealand furniture design accessible to a worldwide audience. 
 
After twelve years the brand is represented in over 25 countries and distributes from
warehouses in London, Los Angeles and Auckland. 
 
Resident is a leader in the ’New World Luxury’’ movement, a wave of innovative design-led, 
sustainability focused brands taking on the world from a Southern Hemisphere base. For  
Resident, luxury is not about excess and status, but about choosing to invest in essential  
pieces that return a rich quality of everyday pleasure over a lifetime. 
 
Resident is founder owned and operated, and is proud to collaborate with like-minded thinkers 
around the world.

Note to Editors


